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Chocolaterie trogneux brigitte

Jean TrogneuxIndustryChocolatierFounded1872; 148 years ago (1872)FounderJean-Baptiste TrogneuxHeadquartersAmiens, FranceProductsChocolate Macarons d'Amiens The Lille boutique Jean Trogneux is a chocolatier based in Place Notre Dame, in the centre of Amiens, France, and run by five generations of the Trogneux family.
They are best known for their macaroons, which they make two million each year. In addition to seven outlets in Amiens, they have stores in other cities in Picardy and northern France - Lille, Arras and Saint-Quentin. The first generation outlets in 1872 have seven retail stores in Amiens, as well as Lille, Arras and Saint-Quentin, in Picardy
and in northern France. [1] [2] [3] Jean Trogneux products produces chocolates, Amiens macaroons, seasonal sweets and sells jams, pâtés, honey and other regional specialties. [1] In total, they sell 800 different products, and in 2015 sold more than two million macaroons. They are particularly known for their macaroons, and with Brigitte
Trogneux, a member of their family, married to Emmanuel Macron, the President of the Republic, this has led to inevitable puns in the press: On one already the macaroon of Amiens. Now, on one also the Macron of Amiens! (We already had the Amiens macaroon. Now we also have the Macron of Amiens!) The recipe behind the house's
reputation: The Amiens macaroon, created by Jean Trogneux in 1898, has remained unchanged. The same handmade technique and the same list of ingredients composed of only natural products are used: Valencian almonds, sugar, honey, sweet almond oil, bitter almonds and egg white. The Amiens macaroon has been popularized by
the company, the main producer of this regional specialty. The company is now run by Jean-Alexandre Trogneux, nephew of Brigitte Trogneux, and the fifth generation in charge of the family business. [5] References - a b Trogneux. Trogneux.fr. Recovered May 9, 2017. Chocolate maker - JEAN TROGNEUX - Amiens (80,000).
Petitfute.com. Recovered May 9, 2017. a b Search. Jean-Alexandre Trogneux continues the family tradition. Action-agricole-picarde.com. Recovered May 9, 2017. Jean Trogneux Chocolatier, Restaurant. Visit-somme.com. Recovered May 9, 2017. A b Who is Brigitte Trogneux, Emmanuel Macron's wife? The Styles Express. Lexpress.fr.
Recovered May 9, 2017. External Links Official Website Excerpt from A Huge Loss Thomas Monnier Saturday, May 23, 2020 at 3:56 p.m. - Updated on Saturday, May 23, 2020 at 5:53 p.m. Brigitte Macron Relatives of Brigitte Trogneux, better known as Brigitte Macron, police facing a major economic crisis. Indeed, the Trogneux family
owns ten chocolate and confectionery shops and because of the health crisis in the the stores were closed for several weeks resulting in a huge loss of money. This Friday, May 15, 2020, France Bleu a consecrated one paper at the Trogneux chocolate factory, the opportunity to learn that 80% of turnover has been lost compared to 2019.
Our colleagues gave the floor to Jean-Alexandre Trogneux, the boss, and he still acknowledged that the Easter period had helped to limit the damage already substantial. Our chocolate factory looked like an Amazon platform, he jokes, and for good reason during that time, nearly 400 packages of chocolates or macaroons were sent every
day. Hand on heart In Amiens, Jean-Alexandre Trogneux has done a good deed on behalf of the most needy. Indeed, because of the coronavirus, the Trogneux family had to close its ten chocolate and confectionery shops in Amiene and in order not to waste stocks, Brigitte Macron's nephew chose to make a generous and supportive
gesture. Last March, the Courier Picard revealed that the family chocolate and confectionery business had donated 45,000 macaroons already produced, as well as several tens of kilos of chocolate planned for Easter at the Restos du Coeur and the Red Cross. Photo credits: JB Autissier / Panoramic / Bestimage game. January 12 He
was like a son to her Dalida: her nephew shares touching game memories. January 16 She does not give him gifts Brigitte Macron stern on small sentences ... Her husband is warned Fri. December 14 The first lady is plagued by public criticism these days Brigitte Macron, the harsh prediction of a political analyst at sea. April 10 Civility
always does good A close friend of Emmanuel and Brigitte Macron severely tackles Corinne Masiero fri. July 07 A former student has a child struck by these developmental disorders Brigitte Macron closely affected by autism in her entourage Around Brigitte Macron The nephew of the First Lady appeals Marine Madelmond Thursday,
December 6, 2018 at 7:39 p.m. - Updated on Thursday, December 6, 2018 at 9:12 p.m. Brigitte Macron Jean-Alexandre Trogneux appeals for help. Brigitte Macron's nephew (and therefore that of the President of the Republic by marriage) is angry. At issue is the recent damage to its Jean Trogneux chocolate factory on Rue Delambre in
Amiens. Between spitting, insults and harassment of employees, the establishment has been targeted for several days because of the movement of yellow vests: Employees are told that they have a bastard boss, he denounced in the columns of Le Parisien. Saleswomen come to my office in tears. Worse, we threatened to burn the
chocolate factory on social media. This is not the first time that the establishment of the First Lady's nephew has been targeted by protesters. Already, last April, some 50 angry railway workers had arrived in front of the chocolate factory to challenge the railway reform adopted by the government. A very difficult situation for the
saleswomen present the counter: We have to lock ourselves up, because some of them would be able to trash everything, an employee told the Courier Picard. They mix things up, that's unfortunate. Since the election of Emmanuel Macron, this chocolate factory has become a real den at every event. And for good reason, many rumors
claim that the President of the Republic is the leader of the chocolate factory. However, Jean-Alexandre Trogneux is formal: the presidential couple does not own the company's six shops. Photo credits: BestImage Around Brigitte Macron Nearly 150 years of existence, seven shops, four cities and two million macaroons sold each year.
The reputation of the Jean Trogneux chocolate factory is well established. The products of the family home are very popular with the inhabitants of Amiens, where the historic store is located, like chocolate lovers from all over France.At the Trogneux, we work as a family. Jean-Baptiste Trogneux, a pastry baker, opened his first shop in
1872 in the city centre of Amiens, in Picardy. His son, Jean, then took over the business. Three other Jeans then succeeded each other at the head of the chocolate factory: Jean, Brigitte Macron's father, Jean-Claude, his brother, and Jean-Alexandre, his nephew. Related: Swiss manufacturer invents chocolate that... Don't melt! For more
than thirty years, Jean-Alexandre Trogneux, great-great-grandson of the founder, has taken over the management of the house. Had he considered holding this position from an early age? Absolutely not, he told Planet.fr. Despite his place as heir to the family dynasty, this career was not the one he had originally chosen. Initially engaged
in a completely different path, he saw his plans thwarted. My grandfather had to have surgery and asked me to replace him for three months. I've been here for over thirty years. After a year of companionship in all the chocolate factories of France, Jean-Alexandre Trogneux joined the company before taking the reins. Working as a family
is difficult, but it's an interesting job with different caps: creation, chocolate making, banker, manager, he says. Seven shops in Amiens, Arras, Saint-Quentin and LilleThe family dimension is therefore fully part of the identity of the Trogneux house. Another major feature is the city of Amiens. It was around the first shop set up in the centre
of the Picardy commune, in the area close to the Town Hall, that the company developed. Shops were later opened in several cities in the Hauts-de-France, Arras, Saint-Quentin and Lille, but Trogneux remained loyal to Amiens where all products are made on site. For the rest of France, mail-order is available on the chocolate factory.
Related - Brigitte Trogneux: who are Emmanuel Macron's wife's children? The Trogneux house is also famous in the region because of its flagship product, the Amiens macaroon. The recipe was invented by my great-grandfather (Jean Trogneux, second generation). It is even rumoured that this Picardy specialty made from almonds,
honey and egg whites would be one of the president's favorite cakes. He himself suggested this in an interview conducted by France 2 in November 2015. No family trouble, Emmanuel Macron added to justify his choice for the macaroon, jokingly. To continue the tradition, a new Jean at the head of the chocolate factory? What's next?
Father of two children, the chocolate maker from Amiene plans to one day give the keys to the house to one of them. The first name of his eldest son seems to predestinate him to take the head of the family business like his forefathers: Jean-Baptiste.The boss of the confectionery also considers another solution that would slightly shake
up the tradition: to go from a house from father to son to that of father in... Daughter. A little change, he says, referring to his youngest daughter, Margaux. In either case, Jean-Alexandre Trogneux intends to act differently from previous generations and expect it to come from them. Related: Has the Villa des Macron becomes a tourist
attraction in Le TouquetIs Emmanuel Macron's arrival in politics, married to Brigitte Trogneux, great-granddaughter of Jean-Baptiste Trogneux, founder of the house, has it affected the attendance in the shops? We won't know. Jean-Alexandre Trogneux explained that he did not comment on issues that were directly and far between the
presidential couple. A rule set within the family, he says. Probably a way to separate work and family life. In video on the same theme: Emmanuel Macron: his daughter-in-law, Tiphaine, under the spotlight
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